2015 Film Schedule
Friday, 10/16
8 PM

Caged (2013/Netherlands/14m)
High school track athlete David is torn when he discovers his best friend is gay. Homosexuality
isn’t tolerated among their friends. Will David choose reputation over friendship?
Those People (2015/USA/89m)
On Manhattan’s gilded Upper East Side, a young painter, Charlie, finds the man of his dreams in
an older pianist from across the globe. If only Charlie weren’t secretly in love with his own
manipulative best friend, Sebastian, who is embroiled in a financial scandal. In the wake of
Sebastian’s notoriety, their tight-knit group of friends must confront the new realities of
adulthood. Sponsored by On the Move Realtors.

Saturday, 10/17
3 PM

The Short Stack (short film session)
Noam (2015/Israel/15m)
16 year old, Noam, auditions for a school play despite his parent’s disapproval. From the moment
he steps onto the back stage of the theatre, he falls in love. He falls in love with its lights, colors,
sounds and its sense of freedom. Above all, he falls in love with Shay, who is also competing for
the main role.
Sock Puppet (2014/Germany/3m)
An ode to an ex-girlfriend and to five-fingered love, with puppets, by Berlin Comedy Songs Band,
Sticky Biscuits.
Tomorrow (2014/USA/13m)
New Year’s Eve 1999 finds college-bound Clark and Trevor concerned about the future of their
friendship, and a request for Clark to be Trevor’s wingman ensures things will never be the same
again.
Elise (2014/USA/12m)
“Elise” is a 12-minute documentary that follows a young, transgender, and homeless woman
who, because of multi-layered discrimination and economic oppression, has been forced to
engage in survival sex along the streets of Washington, D.C.
Open Relationship (2014/Spain/13m)
Oscar and Sergio have been in a relationship for five years. They live together and they have very
different personalities: Oscar is more passionate and emotional and Sergio has a much more
mental role. A random afternoon of a random day one of them decides to ask the other if he
would be interested in starting an open relationship.
The First Session (2015/USA/6m)
Two women get some relationship advice from an unconventional therapist and the healing
power of the mango.

Shorts program continued…
Tom in America (2014/USA/16m)
For 50 years, Michael and Betty have been united by one guiding principle: no secrets. But when
a provocative Tom of Finland doll triggers Michael’s long buried desire, Betty discovers that
secrets have been part of their life all along.
Shorts Program sponsored by Fauver Law Office.
5:30 PM

Carina (2014/Mexico/11m)
Carina is 8 and likes rock & roll. Her life changes completely when she believes that her new
teacher is the same woman she saw in her father’s erotic magazine.
While You Weren’t Looking (2015/South Africa/106m)
The changing landscape of post-Apartheid South African politics and lifestyles is portrayed
through two central relationships a successful black real estate woman who is cheating on her
white wife, and their bohemian daughter dating a gender non-confirming woman in the
Khayalitsha township.
Sponsored by Leanhart Plumbing.

8 PM

Wayne (2015/USA/15m)
After 50 years of marriage, Wayne, an octogenarian with Alzheimer’s, seeks one night a
forbidden love from his youth.
Eisenstein in Guanajuato (2015/Mexico/105m)
In 1931, at the height of his artistic powers, Soviet filmmaker Sergei Eisenstein travels to Mexico
to shoot a new film to be titled Que Viva Mexico. Freshly rejected by Hollywood and under
increasing pressure to return to Stalinist Russia, Eisenstein arrives at the city of Guanajuato.
Chaperoned by his guide Palomino Cañedo, he vulnerably experiences the ties between Eros and
Thanatos, sex and death, happy to create their effects in cinema, troubled to suffer them in life.
Sponsored by Stuedle, Spears, & Francke PSC.

Sunday, 10/18
3 PM

6 PM

Tab Hunter Confidential (2015/USA/90m)
In the 1950s, Tab Hunter is number one at the box office and number one on the music charts.
He is Hollywood’s most sought-after star and America’s boy next door. Natalie Wood, Debbie
Reynolds and Sophia Loren are just a few of the actresses he is romantically linked to. Nothing, it
seems, can damage Tab Hunter’s career. Nothing, that is, except for the fact that Tab Hunter is
secretly gay. Now, Tab Hunter’s secret is out. In TAB HUNTER CONFIDENTIAL we will meet, for
the first time, the real Tab Hunter as he shares with us the whole story of a happy, healthy
survivor of Hollywood’s roller coaster. Sponsored by Mehdi Poorkay & John Wilson.
Tremulo (2015/Mexico/20m)
Carlos sweeps and mops the floor of an old-time barbershop. The day before Independence Day,
among the customers is Julio. Their eyes meet, and when the barbershop closes, Julio comes
back for Carlos. They spend the night together, eating, chatting, and even dancing, knowing full
well that this encounter will be brief and short-lived.
Carmin Tropical (2014/Mexico/80m)
This is a story about coming back. Mabel returns to her hometown to find the murderer of her
friend Daniela and finds herself on a journey that takes her through nostalgia, love, and betrayal
in a town where transsexualism takes on an unusual dimension in its day. Sponsored by Robert
Andrews & Rick Droukas.

